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In this Letter we study the radiation measured by an accelerated detector, coupled to a scalar field,
in the presence of a fundamental minimal length. The latter is implemented by means of a modified
momentum space Green’s function. After calibrating the detector, we find that the net flux of field quanta
is negligible, and that there is no Planckian spectrum. We discuss possible interpretations of this result,
and we comment on experimental implications in heavy ion collisions and atomic systems.

! 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

The emergence of a minimal length in a quantum spacetime
is an old idea, dating back to the early times of Quantum Grav-
ity [1]. In most cases, it turns out to be the crucial signature in
every phenomenon that takes place on a background that departs
from a purely classical description. In this general framework, the
study of the Unruh effect in the presence of a minimal length
can lead both to profound insights and simple phenomenological
predictions. In fact, acceleration radiation has a prominent role in
a variety of physical contexts: beyond the theoretical case of an
accelerated detector, the Unruh radiation might affect the trans-
verse polarization of electrons and positrons in particle storage
rings (Sokolov–Ternov effect) [2,3], and the onset of the Quark
Gluon Plasma (QGP) due to heavy ions collisions [4]. The Unruh
effect might have non-negligible imprints in low energy physics
too, such as the dynamics of electrons in Penning traps, of atoms
in microwave cavities, and of ultraintense lasers (for a review see
Ref. [5] and references therein). Finally, its companion effect, i.e.
the Hawking radiation, is extensively investigated in analog mod-
els of gravity, such as Bose–Einstein condensates (BEC) [6–8].

The presence of a minimal length ! is testable only if one can
perform experiments at energies around the scale M! = 1/!. How-
ever, we recall that low energy systems are also endowed with
relevant microscopic scales whose global effects, though impor-
tant, cannot be described by the larger scale effective models often
in use. On the other hand, fine tuning experiments in condensed
matter systems and very high energy particle collisions are now
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in progress and could reveal key information about the interplay
between the Unruh effect and the existence of a coarse-grained
background in the system [9]. It is therefore imperative to have an
accurate description of the acceleration radiation in the presence
of a minimal length.

The energy scale associated with a minimal length is typically
seen as the frontier beyond which local Lorentz symmetry is vio-
lated, and it is usually set to be of the order of the Planck mass,
as in the vector–tensor theories of gravitation [10]. In other cases,
such as in analog models in BEC [6,7], this energy scale is much
smaller. In both contexts the violation appears as a modification
of the dispersion relation. This possibility was widely studied in
relation to the transplanckian problem in cosmology (see e.g. [11,
12]), and to the robustness of both Hawking emission [13,14] and
Unruh effect [15]. The lesson learnt from these works is that the
minimal length associated with modified dispersion relations has
a negligible impact on these phenomena.

The acceleration radiation was also studied in the case when
the minimal length is introduced to cure the divergent ultraviolet
(UV) behaviour of the field theory. For example, in [16] the propa-
gator is modified via path integral duality, and it is finite in the UV
regime. In [17,18], the same propagator is found by deforming the
action of the Lorentz group. As for modified dispersion relations,
the effect on both the Unruh effect [17–19] and on the Hawking
radiation [20] is negligible.

Lorentz-violating models are increasingly disfavored by obser-
vations, see e.g. [21]. Therefore, it seems more sensible to imple-
ment a Lorentz invariant length ! in the theory. In the following,
we do not assume any particular value for !, which presumably
depends on the details of the underlying quantum gravitational
theory. A natural choice would be a value of the order of the
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Planck length (10"35 m), which could be larger in the presence
of extra-dimensions, as discussed at the end of the Letter.

With this spirit in mind, in this Letter we assume that the Eu-
clidean momentum space propagator is given by [22–24]

G!

!
p2" = e"!2p2/2

p2 +m2 , (1)

where p2 = p2
0 + |#p|2. A similar propagator was already success-

fully employed in the context of both black hole physics [25–30]
(for a review see Ref. [31] and further references therein), and of
inflationary cosmology [32]. The main result is that the divergent
short distance behavior of the conventional solutions to field equa-
tions (including the ones on curved spacetimes) is cured while, as
expected, the quantum fluctuations of the manifold do not occur
at scales larger than !, where the classical description of grav-
ity e!ciently works. In particular, the divergent behavior of the
black hole evaporation in the Planck phase has been regularized.
In the new scenario, the terminal stage of the Hawking quantum
emission is in fact characterized by a thermodynamically stable
(positive heat capacity) phase of cooling of the black hole, often
called the “SCRAM phase” [33,34].

We begin our discussion by briefly recalling the main features
of the Unruh effect, as presented in Ref. [35]. We consider a de-
tector, moving in a flat background spacetime along a trajectory
x"(# ), where # is the detector proper time. We assume that the
detector moves through a region permeated by a quantum scalar
field $, and that the interaction between the two can be described
in terms of the Lagrangian Lint = % µ(# )$[x"(# )], where % is a
small coupling constant and µ is the detector monopole momen-
tum operator. Due to the interaction with the field, the detector
will undergo a transition from the ground state E0 to an excited
state E > E0. As % is small, we can derive the transition probabil-
ity & =

#
dE|' |2 by squaring the first order amplitude

' = i$E;( |
%$

"%
Lint d# |0M; E0&, (2)

where |0M& is the Minkowski vacuum, and |(& is the field ex-
cited state. At the lowest order, the monopole operator is well
approximated by µ(# ) = eiH0#µ(0)e"iH0# , hence we can separate
the contributions of the detector and the field to the amplitude by
writing

' = i% $E|µ(0)|E0&
%$

"%
d#ei)E# $( |$(x)|0M&, (3)

where )E = E " E0. From this one sees that, at first order, the
state |(& can only contain a single field quantum. However, to find
the transition probability, we need to take in account transitions
to all possible energies, thus

& = % 2
%

E

&&$E|µ(0)|E0&
&&2F ()E), (4)

where the detector response function F ()E) is given by

F ()E) =
%$

"%
d#

%$

"%
d# 'e"i)#)EG+!

x(# ), x
!
# '"". (5)

Here, )# = # " # ' , and G+ is the positive frequency Wightman–
Green function. We stress that the response function is fully speci-
fied in terms of the properties of the field, and it does not depend
on the choice of the detector, whose sensitivity is given only by

S = % 2 ' |$E|µ(0)|E0&|2. The double integration in Eq. (5) means
that the flux of particles interacting with the detector diverges as
soon as the detector-field system reaches an equilibrium configu-
ration. Therefore, one usually considers the transition probability
per unit proper time, &̇ = SḞ , where we define the response rate

Ḟ =
%$

"%
d)#e"i)#)EG+()x). (6)

In this expression, )x2 = *µ+(xµ " x'µ)(x+ " x'+) is the Minkowski
proper time interval squared. For an inertial detector moving with
constant velocity v , one has )x2 = )# 2/(1 " v2), and G+()x) di-
verges when )# ( 0. However, as no other singularities occur on
the integration path, one can show that Ḟ vanishes by means of
the i, prescription. On the contrary, when the trajectory is not in-
ertial, the Minkowski interval has the form )x2 = f ()# ), where
f is a non-constant and finite function. Therefore, the integrand
function in (6) exhibits poles corresponding to each zero of f ()# )
and the rate is no longer vanishing. For example, for a uniformly
accelerated detector, with acceleration 1/", coupled to a massless
scalar field, one finds a non-vanishing rate Ḟ ) exp("2-")E).
Thus, we learn that the detector feels an incoming radiation of
quanta, as if it was coupled to a thermal bath at the temperature
T = 1/2-"kB [36].

The above calculations can also be performed in Euclidean
space, upon the analytic continuation i# = #E . Then, the response
rate formula becomes

Ḟ = i

"i%$

i%

d)#Ee)#E)EG+
E ()x), (7)

where G+
E is the Euclidean Wightman function. A detector with

uniform acceleration 1/" on the Euclidean plane typically follows
a circular trajectory of the form "2 sin2()#E/2"). Below we will
find more convenient to work in Euclidean space, thus we will use
Eq. (7), instead of (6) to calculate the radiation flux.

We now proceed with the implementation of a minimal length
in the framework of the Unruh effect, by adopting the propaga-
tor (1). We see that the minimal length appears in the damping
factor, and this is physically interpreted as a blurring, or delocal-
ization, occurring at each point on a manifold when probed by
high momenta. However, at lower momenta the presence of ! is
actually negligible and, usually, one can work with the ordinary
field theory. The Euclidean propagator in coordinate space can be
found by calculating the Fourier transform of the Schwinger repre-
sentation

e"!2p2/2

p2 +m2 = e!2m2/2

%$

!2/2

dse"s(p2+m2). (8)

In the massless case, we find that the modified Euclidean
Wightman–Green function is [40]

GE
! ()x) = " 1

4-2()#x2 + )t2E)

(
1 " e"()t2E+)#x2)/2!2). (9)

The theory behaves nicely, as GE
! reduces to its conventional form

in the limit ! ( 0. More importantly, the above function shows its
regularity at coincident points: in the double limit ()tE ,)#x2) (
(0,0) one has GE

! ( "1/8-2!2. The same holds for the massive
case, as one can show that, in the coincidence limit,

GE
! ) " 1

8-2!2
+m2em

2!2/2E1
!
m2!2/2

"
, (10)
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where the exponential integral E1(m2!2/2) is finite, and vanishes
smoothly in the massless case.

We now calculate the radiation seen by a detector moving with
constant acceleration 1/". Note that, at first order in perturbation
theory, we can still consider the detector as an ideal point-like
object, while considering delocalization as affecting the field only.
If the trajectory is parametrized by a function f ()# ), according to
Eqs. (7) and (9), the response rate is given by

Ḟ! = " i
4-2

"i%$

i%

d)#Ee)E)#E

*
1" e" f ()#E )/2!2

f ()#E)

+
. (11)

The corrections due to the minimal length lie only in the damping
term in the brackets, and this suggests a suppression of the rate.
If f ()#E ) is su!ciently smooth, the integrand is holomorphic for
all )#E , since no singularities occur along the integration path. If
the Jordan lemma is satisfied, the integral vanishes by the Cauchy
theorem.

Unfortunately, this does not apply to a detector moving with
acceleration 1/" along with a Rindler observer, for which one has,
in Euclidean space, fR()#E ) = 4"2 sin2()#E/2"). In this case, one
can show that the integrand in (11) is unbounded along straight
lines parallel to the real axis.1 However, the integral (11) in the
Rindler case is nothing but the Fourier transform of a Gaussian-
like function peaked around )#E = 0. After Wick rotating back the
time, we can evaluate the integral by using the saddle point ap-
proximation

Ḟ! = "
+%$

"%
d)#e"i)E)# e" ln{"1/G![ fR()# )]}, (12)

expanding ln("1/G!) around )# = 0 up to fourth order. In this
way, the integral can be calculated approximatively, and the result
is

Ḟ! * "9e")E2!2

32-3/2!
+ !e")E2!2

16-3/2"2 , (13)

up to subleading terms O(!)E2) and O(!3)E2/"2). We note im-
mediately that the leading order term does not depend on ". So, at
first glance, it might appear disturbing that the rate does not van-
ish even for an inertial detector, and that it diverges when ! ( 0.
However, a deeper scrutiny reveals that in the case ! ( 0, this
term is simply disregarded since it is equivalent to the (infinite)
contribution coming from the coincidence limit singularity, usually
circumvented by the contour of integration. As the leading term
of the rate (13) is negative, it can be interpreted as a dissipation
term, because the detector is no longer moving on a smooth dif-
ferential manifold, but rather on a rough surface endowed with
local exponential dampers. In the frame comoving with the detec-
tor, this term is simply related to the energy of the field stored
in each quantum cell of size !, which can be though as constitut-
ing the fabric of spacetime. Operatively, such a fabric also prevents
big quantum leaps )E , for both decays and excitations, due to the
exponential form of (13).

The Unruh effect might still appear at higher orders. In fact,
the next-to-leading order term in (13) depends on the acceleration
and it is positive. It also vanishes in the inertial case, " ( %, and
therefore it represents the actual “net” Unruh effect at the tem-
perature T! = !/16-3/2"2. In any case, in order to measure this,
one should “calibrate” the accelerated detector, by subtracting the

1 We thank R. Parentani for pointing out this aspect.

dissipation term from the observed rate, in a similar way as in
Refs. [17,18]. Thus, we conclude that the net Unruh rate is negli-
gible and the usual thermal distribution disappears completely. It
can also be shown that this result holds for the massive case.

This astonishing result is not trivial to interpret from a phys-
ical point of view. At first sight, it is not clear how the “local”
modifications of the UV behavior of the field, according to (1), can
“globally” affect the polar singularities, which extend on a infinite
domain of )# , and probe the IR nature of the field. To clarify this
question let us look at the Rindler observer with ! = 0, and con-
sider the following form of the Wightman–Green function for the
massless case

G+()# ) = " 1
4-2

%%

k="%
()# + ik.)"2, (14)

where . = 2-". This expression clearly shows that the poles in
(7) are “reflections” of the singularity at )# = 0, which occur with
period . along the imaginary axis, and we know that . is nothing
but the inverse of the temperature of the system. However, in the
presence of the minimal length !, there is no singularity at )# = 0
nor at other periodic points. Therefore the Planck spectrum disap-
pears.

Another explanation comes from the delocalization caused by
the minimal length. The Unruh effect can be explained by showing
that the modes associated to the Rindler observer are not analytic
at the point where the right and left Rindler wedges meet [35].
Thus, Rindler modes can only be written as a superposition of both
positive and negative frequency Minkowski modes, which are an-
alytic on the entire space. When a minimal length is present, one
can argue that the “meeting point” of the wedges is delocalized
and the modes become holomorphic there. So, modes can trespass
on the opposite wedges and form a partial superposition over a
region of size !, which is responsible for a tiny, yet non-vanishing
flux.

It is interesting to note that certain boundary conditions at the
edge of the Rindler wedges, can in fact cancel the Unruh effect
even without the presence of a minimal length, as discussed in
[37] (see also [38], where the effect is recovered in the presence
of a Bose condensate). These results were also extended to refute
the Hawking radiation in [39].

Our result contrasts sharply the findings of [17,18] and [19].
Here, the momentum space propagator is modified to covariantly
introduce a minimal length, and the UV behaviour is very similar
to our case. However, the absence of the Gaussian damping term
is crucial, especially in [17,18], where it leads to a large departure
from the thermal spectrum, unless a calibration procedure is per-
formed. We also add that our calculation avoids the ambiguities
found in [41,42], when expanding the integrand of (11) with re-
spect to !. Finally, our result is in line with the calculations of [43].

The next logical step would be to clarify whether our result
holds only at first order in % 2 or if it can be extended to the sub-
leading term /' . The problem is di!cult to address as, in this
case, the contributions of the field and of the detector cannot be
separated as in Eq. (3). In fact, the system is no longer governed
by a linear Hamiltonian such as Lint. Another way to see this is to
realize that a subleading order analysis would require the delocal-
ization of the detector too, whose extension should be at least of
the order !. The same holds for the works [19] and [20], where
the authors introduce a minimal length but keep the detector as
point-like. Generally speaking, one expects that a detector with a
size L will not be able to register quanta of wavelength smaller
than L, thus providing for a UV cut-off. However, this does not
affect the pole structure of the Wightman function, which is at
the heart of our results, as well as of the ones of [19] and [20].
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A similar situation occurs in conventional field theory, where the
coupling between detector and field does not accord with the
uncertainty principle, according to the prescriptions of the semi-
classical analysis. In conclusion, we can reasonably expect that if
a Planck spectrum can be experimentally observed, its intensity
would be at least of order % 4.

Concerning the phenomenological implications of our results,
we argue that the scenario of the thermalization of Color Glass
Condensates (CGC) might be drastically modified [4]. Recently, it
has been proposed that the phase transition from a CGC to a QGP
could be driven by the Unruh thermal bath. As partons are subject
to huge accelerations in heavy ion collisions, by increasing the en-
ergy one can increase the temperature of the thermal bath. Indeed,
in strong color fields, partons can have accelerations 1/" ) 1 GeV,
corresponding to a Unruh temperature T ) 10"1 GeV, an energy
that might be su!cient to trigger the transition to the QGP. Ac-
cording to our findings however, one is left with a low Unruh
temperature, which would be T! ) 10 keV for the most optimistic
case when 1/! ) 1 TeV, as in the presence of extra spatial dimen-
sions. We also expect that the usual thermal bath could survive at
the most at the % 4 order. Therefore, the thermalization could be
too weak to drive the phase transition. In other words, a relevant
Unruh flux would show up only for accelerations 1/" of the order
of the fundamental scale M! , whatever it is. In principle, this ar-
gument still holds at the eV scale, but it is physically di!cult to
believe that atomic physics can be modified by the Planck length.
Anyway, for systems like atomic traps, the Unruh bath could yet be
used as a “yes/no tool kit” to understand the relevance of any in-
trinsic microscopic scale within the system, other than the Planck
length. A suppression of the thermal bath could be interpreted as
the signature of an unknown microscopic scale.

On theoretical grounds, the work presented here can have a
strong impact on other effects related to the acceleration radia-
tion. As we mentioned before, the presence of a minimal length is
common to many theories, and our findings are valid quite inde-
pendently of the particular fundamental theory adopted. Thus, we
believe that phenomena such as the Hawking effect and the parti-
cle production on time-dependent backgrounds, and their counter-
parts in analogue models, should all be critically reviewed.
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